
New Association of Friends
Steering Committee Minutes

March 10, 2013
 

The meeting was called to order by Catherine Griffith after a moment of silent 
worship.
 
Susan Danner agreed to serve as recording clerk for today’s meeting.
 
A discussion regarding a short statement of what we hope to be was discussed. 
It was thought that we should discuss this as a larger group and then turn it over 
to a small group to form a more succinct statement. Others requested a 
temporary or tentative statement developed now that could be taken back to their 
meetings to help in making decisions as it has been reported that there is some 
apprehension on the mart of some meetings.
 
Some of the apprehension appears to stem from how the liquid assets of Indiana 
Yearly Meeting will be distributed. It was reported that money from the liquid 
assets of IYM will be distributed to the New Association of Friends based on the 
number of members in May 2013. This explanation seemed to be helpful for 
others to take to their meetings and discuss during their decision making as to 
whether to leave IYM and join the New Association.
 
Linda Daniel, Michael Sherman, and David Edinger agreed to work on an initial 
statement for the purpose of helping meetings make an informed decision.
 
A summary of reports was presented. The Nominating Committee will present the 
name of Margaret Fraser for Clerk and Bud Shore for Treasurer. They have had 
no success in finding a Recording Secretary as yet, but continue to work on this. 
The Steering Committee will recommend to the larger group that the Nominating 
Committee also put forth names for Assistant Clerks with the thought that at our 
beginning the Clerk will have a one year term while the Assistant Clerks will be 
learning to make the transition to the next year easier. A discussion as to whether 
the Nominating Committee or the committees should select the committee clerks 
was held. The feeling was that this should be put on the agenda for the whole.
 
The Trustees have requested that each meeting planning to leave IYM get 
together all of their property information such as a description of the property and 
their deed and have it ready by the May 19th meeting. Each meeting also needs 
to submit a minute to IYM and the New Association Trustees regarding their 
request for the distribution of assets. The make up of the Jeffrey Sawyer Fund 
committee was discussed. The Steering Committee is recommending that the 
existing members of that committee continue. Discussions regarding our 
associations with Earlham, Friends Fellowship, FUM, etc. were postponed as the 
Steering Committee may recommend a separate committee be formed to handle 
these negotiations.



 
There has not been much reported by the Communications Committee other 
than a logo-type design was produced by Matt Hisrich and news about some 
upcoming events have been sent out. It was suggested that meetings forward to 
Matt or Dee Dee Davidson events they were sponsoring so information about 
those events could be distributed to all.
 
It was reported that we will be hearing more about the FUM observer later. The 
way is open, but not clear at this time.
 
Margaret Fraser has put together two ring binders with information about our 
New Association and will be displaying them at the FWCC Section of the 
Americas meeting.
 
Catherine related that she has not officially received names for the Steering 
Committee members from a few meetings. The group discussed the possibility of 
one of us going to those meetings’ meetings for worship and possibly be 
available to answer any questions that arise. Linda Daniel from Friends Memorial 
will go to Greenfield; Michelle Wood from New Castle will talk to Spiceland, and 
Dortha Meredith from First Friends will interact with Williamsburg. No one 
volunteered to talk to Dublin. Reportedly, Winchester is divided.
 
The next item discussed was regarding the legalities for recorded ministers, plus 
nurturing and support for pastors/ministers and people in the recording process. 
It was decided that this matter needs to be tackled by a committee of the whole. 
The Steering Committee will recommend that David Brindle be appointed to 
convene the committee and that Leigh Ruddick Eason, and Dortha Meredith be 
members of this committee. The discussion centered around the idea that the 
definition of a recorded minister be broadened.
 
Future meetings of the New Association are scheduled as follows:

March 17  4:00 p.m.         
West Richmond          
Carry-in meal followed by a meeting for worship
for the purpose of business.
 
April 14    2:00 p.m.         
New Castle           Steering Committee Meeting
 
April 21           
tentatively at Englewood                    
Meeting for worship for the purpose of business
 
May 19            
2:00 p.m.         Muncie                        



Meeting for worship for the purpose of business
 
Margaret discussed tasks of the New Association based on Maslow’s hierarchy. 
We also discussed way in which we could all get to know each other better,  such 
as finding out if meetings need help with things such as painting. The New 
Association would schedule a work day/weekend, and all that were able could 
help.
 
The meeting was closed with silent worship.
 
Respectfully submitted,
 
 
Susan Danner

Steering Committee Recording Secretary


